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Yousa Highness! Yousa Highness!

My queen, I bring you great news.
I was out in the swamps, hunting for tastees, and I found something mighty important.

It's...

...a treasure mappen! To a gobig powerful Gungan relic! Will you be helpin' me find it?

Jar Jar, I would not wish to intrude on the territory of Boss Nass.

But Diga was Boss Nass's idea, bringin' the problem to yousa! He said 'Dat Queen is ownin' us!'

My lady, I know I can't stop you, but please take care when Jar Jar is around. Things tend to go... awry.
A FEW MINUTES LATER...

So, which way does the map lead?

I have my blaster, I'm sure we'll do fine. I've explored all over Naboo.

Firsten we goes to dig, uh, wobbly vine patch? Is a all in Old Gungan, so... mesa not so surely.

So, what is this relic, Jar Jar?

Oh, isa da goshinyday blobball!

Bogg Nagg said it was bombad magic, but mesa hasn't seen it since he was bitty.

This looks like the drawing on the map! Exceptin dese wobbly vines are also muy muy dark and creepy!
These aren’t vines. They don’t even feel like plants. They’re more like—

—Slitherfish!

Why won’t they turn around?

Scared Kaadu not go smart. Dry just go away—an fast!

Pacmé, half!